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Overall Rating: 5.0

100% of respondents would recommend this to a friend.
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        We recommend checking out our discussion threads on the Oben AC-1331 Aluminum Tripod with BA-108 Ball Head,
        which address similar problems with connecting and setting up Tripods with Heads Oben.
        


        


        

        
        
      
	
        User manual for the Oben AC-1331 Aluminum Tripod with BA-108 Ball Head

        The user manual for the Oben AC-1331 Aluminum Tripod with BA-108 Ball Head provides
        necessary instructions for the proper use of the product Photography  -  Tripods & Support  -  Tripods with Heads.
        


        The AC-1331 3-Section Aluminum Tripod with BA-108 Ball Head from Oben is a lightweight (3.3 lb) tripod that provides reliable support for any camera and lens up to 8.8 lb.

The tripod's 3-section aluminum legs and center column extend to a maximum height of 59.6", and when folded, the entire system is a compact 24.5". Flip locks on each leg enable extremely fast deployment and retraction of leg stages. Three leg angles are possible, and pull-tab locks secure the legs in their notches. The legs' angles are independently adjustable to accommodate shooting on uneven terrain. At the widest leg angle, the tripod sits extremely close to the ground to facilitate low-angle shooting. The tripod's feet feature rubber tips which are great for shooting on slippery or hard surfaces.

 The tripod's rapid center column extends with a twist of the wingnut locking knob. For protection when it's retracted quickly, there's a rubber damper that protects the center-post collar. Locking screws underneath the collar enable you to fasten the head securely to the chassis. By unscrewing the spring-loaded hook at the bottom end, the center column becomes removable and reversible, for a second method of achieving extremely low-angle shots. The center column's hook holds a counterweight, in case you need additional system stability.

The BA-108 has a single-action knob that allows you to unlock all axes of movement in one fell swoop, so you can quickly orient your camera properly, retighten the knob, and return to shooting. The ball-locking mechanism is remarkably strong for reliably stable performance.

 The included quick-release plate attaches to your camera via its standard 1/4"-20 screw, and easily snaps and locks into place on the head.

 Two bull's eye bubble levels will allow you to align your frame with the horizon, in both portrait and landscape orientations. The BA-108 features a 90° groove for tilting the camera to portrait orientation.

This tripod also includes a fitted, padded carry case with a removable shoulder strap, two heavy-duty zippers, and an interior zipper pocket. A tool clip with two hex wrenches for adjusting the center column and the leg joints is also included. It snaps onto any of the tripod legs for easy access.        
      
	        
        If you own a Oben tripods with heads and have a user manual in electronic form,
        you can upload it to this website using the link on the right side of the screen. 
        


        You can upload and download the manual for the Oben AC-1331 Aluminum Tripod with BA-108 Ball Head in the following formats:
        	*.pdf, *.doc, *.txt, *.jpg - Other formats are unfortunately not supported.


                                
      
	
        Additional parameters of the Oben AC-1331 Aluminum Tripod with BA-108 Ball Head:
  Go To
 	General
	Legs
	Center Column
	Head

 
 	 General 
	 Material 	 Aluminum alloy 
	 Load Capacity 	 8.8 lb (4.0 kg) 
	 Maximum Height 	 59.6" (151.4 cm) 
	 Maximum Height w/o Column Extended 	 49.4" (125.5 cm) 
	 Minimum Height 	 8.8" (22.4 cm) 
	 Folded Length 	 24.5" (62.2 cm) 
	 Head Attachment Fitting 	 1/4"-20 and 3/8"-16 via reversible screw 
	 Weight 	 3.3 lb (1.5 kg) 

 	 Legs 
	 Sections 	 3 
	 Leg Lock Type 	 Flip-lock 
	 Independent Leg Spread 	 80°, 55°, 24° 
	 Spiked/Retractable Feet 	 No 
	 Center Brace 	 No 
	 Leg Tube Diameters 	 Maximum: 1" (25 mm) 

 	 Center Column 
	 Center Column Type 	 Rapid: grooved, reversible, non-rotating 
	 Bubble Level 	 3 x Tubular
2 x Bull's Eye 

 	 Head 
	 Head Type 	 Ball Head 
	 Quick Release 	 Yes 

 	 Packaging Info 
	 Package Weight 	 5.2 lb 
	 Box Dimensions (LxWxH) 	 28.0 x 5.0 x 5.0" 

 
     
	
        The user manual for the Oben AC-1331 Aluminum Tripod with BA-108 Ball Head can be downloaded in .pdf
        format if it did not come with your new tripods with heads, although the seller is
        required to supply one. It is also quite common that customers throw out
        the user manual with the box, or put the CD away somewhere and then can’t find it.
        That’s why we and other Oben users keep a unique electronic library
        for Oben tripods with headss,
        where you can use our link to download the user manual for the Oben AC-1331 Aluminum Tripod with BA-108 Ball Head.
        


        The user manual lists all of the functions of the Oben AC-1331 Aluminum Tripod with BA-108 Ball Head, 
        all the basic and advanced features and tells you how to use the tripods with heads.
        The manual also provides troubleshooting for common problems. Even greater
        detail is provided by the service manual, which is not typically shipped with the product,
        but which can often be downloaded from Oben service.
        


        If you want to help expand our database, you can upload a link to this website
        to download a user manual or service manual, ideally in .pdf format. These pages
        are created by you – users of the Oben AC-1331 Aluminum Tripod with BA-108 Ball Head. User manuals are also
        available on the Oben website under Photography  -  Tripods & Support  -  Tripods with Heads.
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